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INTRODUCTION TO THE NATURAL MOVEMENT OF WHEAT AND FLOUR
WITHIN THE UNITED STATES AND THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY
The natural movement of wheat and flour within tha United
States Is a phenomenon which has formed ltaelf Into one of tha
most important phases of the flour milling industry. To under-
stand the meaning of the natural movement of wheat and flour,
it is first necessary to have a basic understanding of wheat
and flour production.
The Growing of Wheat and the Milling of Flour
The growing of wheat and the milling of wheat flour are
two of the oldest and most extensive industries in the United
States. There are practically no patent problems involved in
these industries, and anyone with the necessary capital and
knowledge Is in a position to enter the industries. Many
millions of acres of this country's land are planted to wheat
annually. In some sections almost the entire agricultural
population is engaged in the production of wheat. In these
regions wh oat-growing has become almost permanent. It has be-
come an extensive system of one-crop production. This is due
to many factors. Two of the most important factors are the
scarcity of rainfall at some seasons of the year, especially
in summer, and occasional droughts. In these sectors of one-
crop production, wheat becomes merely a cash crop while tha
food supply must come from other sources. This causes surpluses
of wheat In these regions.
Classes of Wheat . All wheats, whether of winter or spring
habit of growth, are classified by the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture into six market classes. Those wheats with
winter habit are classed as hard red winter, soft red winter,
or white wheat. Those wheats with spring habit are classed as
hard red spring, durum, red durum, and white wheat. Sow* vari-
eties of white wheat have winter habit while others have spring
habit. The names of these classes are in general descriptive
of their hardness or softness, of their external color, and of
their winter or spring habit. A seventh market class, mixed
wheat, includes all mixtures of wheat not provided for in the
six major market classes.
It is important to recognize these different market classes
of wheat because flour manufactured from each differs from that
made from the other classes. Hard red winter wheat flour is a
bread or biscuit flour, varying in strength according to pro-
tein quantity and quality, variety, location, climate, damage,
foreign material, moisture content, and other factors. These
factors apply to all of the market classes of wheat. Soft red
winter wheat makes a cake or pastry type of flour, or a softer
family flour. White wheat may make a family flour or a cake
or pastry type of flour, depending upon its strength or lack of
strength. Hard red spring wheat is used for bread flour and is
especially desired by the bakery industry in the North Atlantic
and Pacific Coast states. Durum wheat is used for the manu-
facture of semolina, with which macaroni, spaghetti, vermicelli,
and the like are made* Red durum wheat la used primarily for
feed purposes*
In the United States, hard red winter wheat Is grown In
the arid Great Plains region between the Rocky Mountains and
the Mississippi River* Soft red winter wheat predominates in
the more humid territory east of the Mississippi River* White
wheat of the softer type is grown primarily In Michigan, New
York, Idaho, California, Oregon, and Washington* Of the hard
wheats, the hard red winter varieties are best adapted to Texas,
Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, and Colorado* The hard red spring
varieties thrive in the states where the winters are too cold
for wheat to survive If planted in the fall* Montana, North
Dakota, South Dakota, and Minnesota are the greatest producers
of herd red spring wheat* Durum and red durum wheats grow best
In the Dakotas and Minnesota. In the Paoific Coast regions,
depending upon climatic conditions, soft red winter and the
softer white wheat varieties predominate* Some hard red winter,
hard red spring, and white wheat of the harder varieties are
grown there* Particular varieties within these classes are
especially adapted to local conditions within these regions*
The Milling of Flour * The process of milling wheat Into
flour consists of selecting, blending, and cleaning the wheat
berry, and separating the outer coating or husk, known as bran,
from the inner part or starchy substance* The latter substance,
known as the endosperm, constitutes the wheat flour* This
separation is accomplished through a process of grinding.
sifting, regrinding, and resifting so as to extract the par-
ticles of bran from the endosperm, and to separate the starchy
particles into different grades, some or all of which are blend-
ed together to make different grades of flour*
Typ^s of Flour * There are in general three major types
of flour for human consumption depending upon their uset
(1) Flour for the bakery and commercial trade % (2) flour for
the home or family trade j and (3) flour for special uses.
There are several sub-types of flour within these three major
classifications, and these sub-types vary depending upon the
kind of final product that is to be produced by using flour
as the basic ingredient* The various types and sub-types are
obtained in the milling process primarily by selection and
blending of various classes of wheat, but also to a minor de-
gree through variations in the process of milling the wheat*
A great percentage of the wheat flour produced finds its
way Into the bakery and commercial flour trade* This trade Is
highly competitive, exacting and selective in its requirements*
Commercial bakers set standards and specifications for the
flour they desire, depending upon the kind of product they in-
tend to bake* Thus, a miller is required to produce a differ-
ent kind of flour for use in making pastry as contrasted with
that used in making bread* This requirement places upon the
miller the necessity of selecting the type of wheat necessary
to meet the specifications of the baker* In this connection,
attention should be called to the fact that any individual
mill haa only certain claaaea of wheat available for milling,
and that moat mills are ao cona trueted aa to produce the
flours which are moat In demand from theae claaaea of wheat*
Thla limitation la Important In the bakery Industry from the
competitive point of view In aa much aa baker8 frequently
apeolfy flour produced from one of the major claaaea of wheat,
and unleaa the miller haa that particular olaaa available to
him, he la not In a poaitlon to compete for that part of the
bakera* buslneaa* It la true, of course, that bakers will buy
flour made from various claaaea of wheat, but they usually do
so on specifications and for the purpose of producing a par-
ticular product, or for blending the flour In the bake ahopa
in order to obtain certain baking characteristics they desire.
To this extent, in the bakery induatry, flour produced from
wheat of the different market olaaaea la not alwaya directly
competitive.
There are three major type a of flour produced for the
family-flour trade i all-purpoae, blacuit, and high protein
flour, All-purpoae flour la milled from a blend of medium pro-
tein content hard red winter wheat and la deaigned to give
reaaonably good reaulta for any type of home baking, Biacult
flour la milled from a blend of one or more of the aofter white,
aoft red winter, or low protein content hard red winter typea
of wheat and la the almost universal flour used In the southern
states. High protein flour Is milled from a blend of hard red
spring and hard red winter wheata and la used primarily to
produce hearth breads and similar items by persona of foreign
extraction residing in the Forth Atlantic states. As In the
case of flour for the bakery and commercial trade, a miller is
not in a position to produce all of the types of family flour
unless he has available the particular class of wbeat noces-
sary for each type. To tt is extent, In the family-flour trade,
flour produced from wheat of the different market classes is
not always directly competitive.
Types of flour for other uses are primarily the following!
semolina, which is milled from durum wheat and is used In the
manufacture of macaroni, spaghetti, and the llkeg and whole
wheat flour, the most desirable grade of which is milled from
high protein hard red spring wheat. In addition, there are
various special-purpose flours or pre-mixed flours, usually
used in the home in the preparation of such products as cakes,
pancakes, pastries, biscuits, or muffins.
This explanation, though quite general, will be satis-
factory for an understanding of this 3tudy. However, certain
points will be more fully clarified and elaborated. The more
important of these are the production of wheat, the production
of flour, and the consumption of the flour.
of the Study of the Natural Movement
The purpose of this study is to indicate the physical
distribution and major Influences responsible for the distri-
bution of wheat and flour within the United States. These
Influences indicate not only the abort-run changes but also
the long-run ohanges in this distribution. This study must
be understood to rest between the two spheres of production
and consumption.
Many studies have been made relative to this subject*
These studies are so numerous In connection with grain and
other agricultural products that it la Impossible to pretend
to have made the acquaintance of all these publications which
present theory and statistical data on the subject. These in-
vestigations Include studies In economics, economic geography,
agricultural marketing, farm management, commerce, and trans-
portation. Each of these fields covers a great scope In re-
lation to this subject. This is due to many factors. The
most Important of these Is that soil is the most plentiful of
our natural resources, and wheat is one of the most Important
plants grown In the soil.
This study falls within the field of economic geography
which habitually covers the stages through whloh goods pass
from the producer to the consumer. However, economic geography
seldom utilizes statistical data for any purpose other than
Illustration, Descriptive presentation and general statements
are the tools whloh replace statistical proof. The economlo
geographer seldom limits himself to any given area but takes
into consideration the affecting factors throughout the world.
If only the final stages of distribution of goods were
considered, the study would be one of marketing. This field
concentrates upon the consumer and the part which Is played
by the facilities most closely connected to the consumer with
little emphasis upon the producer* Marketing studies seldom
cover any given territory but tend to give data upon the
greater-consuming and the little-consuming areas* The areas
which consume the goods produced locally are usually neglected*
Farm management studies are likely to emphasise the pro-
duction of agricultural products and those distribution facil-
ities most closely allied with production* These studies
seldom five adequate consideration to those factors of distri-
bution from the primary market to the consumer of agricultural
products. These studies seldom oonslder tie final state in
which these products are consumed and the means by which they
reach their intermediate or final forma*
A student of transportation is likely to ooncentrate upon
the physical facilities without realising that one of trans-
portation's greatest faotors Is commerce, that is, the trans-
portation of goods from where they are plentiful to where they
are scarce* He falls to take into consideration that these
goods do not move in a straight line, but through the many
facilities of commerce. The facilities of marketing and manu-
facturing are given only passing attention by transportation
studies*
All of these fields of study do fall within the soope of
the economist who should be able to give easily a general
title to the combination* This title should be adequate and
9descriptive. However, no title has been assigned to a study
such as this* The economist has already used the most likely
terms to refer to other subjects. The most desirable terms
are disposition and distribution.
Disposition is used by the eoonomlst to mean the division
of goods as to use without changing the original state in which
the goods exist. This is exemplified by the fact that the
disposition of wheat is the amount used for seed, feed, flour,
and other uses. This does not take into consideration where
the goods are used.
Distribution has been given an economio meaning different
from tha*-. desired here. When the economist refers to distri-
bution he is usually referring to the distribution of money
income to individuals or groups of individuals. However, when
Mussey and Donnan (25, p, 570) analyzed the meaning of money
income distribution they reached the conclusion that the real
meaning is the distribution of goods, wheat and wheat flour
are among the most Important goods distributed to nearly all
individuals within the United States, This makes the term
distribution particularly applicable, but to eliminate con-
fusion this tern must be discarded,
Hatural movement has been ohosen to refer to the usual
movement of wheat and wheat flour from the producer to the
consumer. This phrase is not new. It is used by the grain
and milling industries to refer to this subject. The origin
of the phrase Is unknown. It is adequate and descriptive*
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This phrase connotes the true purpose of this study which it
to describe and analyze the natural movement of wheat and
flour within the United States.
WHEAT PRODUCTION, FLOUR PRODUCTION, AND FLOUR
CONSUMPTION WTTFIN THE UNITED STATES
Wheat Production
In any discussion concerning industrial production, the
major raw material is of foremost importance. In the flour
milling industry the basic raw material is wheat. As a means
of describing the production of wheat within the United States,
the individual state has been chosen as the descriptive divi-
sion. The wheat crop of 1946 has been chosen as a crop which
gives a representative production year and which is the lat-
est year for which statistics are available for comparison
with other faotors. This single year was chosen in preference
to an average of years in that the amount of wheat grown in
certain regions of the country has ohanged materially during
the last decade. It is believed that wheat production trends
will continue in the same manner in the coming years. If an
increasing or lessening of total production occurs, it prob-
ably will be general in character. This would not affect the
regional comparisons. This wheat production by states is shown
in Table 1,
Table 1« Wheat production by states for 1946*
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State
1 -—1
t Wheat production! t Wheat soldi
J I
Worth Atlantic States
Maine
Hew Hampshire
Vermont
Rhode Island
Massachusetts
Connecticut
Hew York
Hew Jersey
Pennsylvania
South Atlantic States
Delaware
Maryland
District of Columbia
Virginia
West Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Florida
Thousand bushels
21
5,648
1,550
19,912
1,216
7,320
urn mm
8,544
1,463
6,307
2,706
2,093
10
2,377
712
10,729
904
5,599
4,779
652
3,474
1,800
1,230
Southern States
Kentucky
Tennessee
Alabaaa
Mississippi
Louisiana
Arkansas
Northwestern States
Ohio
Michigan
Illinois
Indiana
Wisconsin
Minnesota
Worth Dakota
South Dakota
Iowa
4,158
3,878
174
198
420
43,522
22,396
19,361
29,369
2,263
27,030
139,824
53,197
4,335
2,368
2,251
93
229
35,772
15,921
16,104
22,313
823
21,261
125,344
47,812
3,244
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Table 1 (concl.).
State
i'
'
t ' '
'
I Wheat production! $ Wheat sold*
J I
Thousand bushels
Southwestern States
Missouri 18,195
Nebraska 90,677
Kansas 212,977
Oklahoma 88,262
Texas 62,916
Western States
Montana 62,888
Idaho 34,846
Wyoming 6.232
Colorado 37,080
lew Mexico 2,896
Arizona 567
TJtah 6,981
Nevada 545
Washington 77,966
Oregon
California
26,168
12,597
United States 1,153,046
12,496
33,737
197,769
78,826
57,296
56,463
29,196
5,522
33,243
2,359
448
3,736
138
73,156
21,998
11,233
995,004
Farm production, farm disposition, and value of principal
crops (13, p. 2)#
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Wheat production la controlled by many factors. Accord-
ing to Jaany (19, p. 121), the major factors are climate, aoll,
breeding, competing crops, and topography of the land. These
factors are Important In determining quality as well as quan-
tity of wheat produced. Soil and climate are the most Im-
portant factors In most regions. They control to a considerable
extent the amount of wheat grown In any given region. Topo-
graphy of the land Is a definite limiting factor, for without
great areas of level or near-level land the machines of modern
agriculture would not be able to operate. Breeding of wheat
varieties has become more Important In the last few years In
Improving the quality and the quantity of the wheat produced.
Competing orops many times have replaced wheat after several
years of adverse growing conditions. This factor Is not im-
portant today, but It has been In tVe past and may be in the
future
.
Soil is of particular Importance in the production of
wheat. In many of the wheat-growing regions of the United
States the soil is comparatively dry. This soil contains
only a small quantity of humus and produces wheat of medium
strength. This wheat mills Into excellent low protein flour
with a good oolor and good baking characteristics. Other soils
found In the United States produce other desirable and unde-
sirable characteristics In wheat. Buechel (6, p. 422) states
that each variation of soil varies the characteristics of the
wheat grown in it. Breeding programs have attempted to
14
develop varieties which are beat suited for each major varia-
tion In soil. This Is one of the major reasons why the types
of wheat vary from region to region.
Climatic variations have an effect much like soil varia-
tions. Wheat will grow In most parts of the United States,
but the quantity of wheat produced depends many times upon the
ooldness of the winter, the length of the growing season, and
the amount of rainfall* A good example of this Is durum wheat
whloh will not grow as well as otl er classes In regions of
heavy precipitation according to Jasny (19, p. 124), Wheat
must have a minimum amount of moisture to thrive or other
crops, whloh require less moisture, will be substituted*
Wheat may be replaced by barley under suoh conditions. If
the climate Is too moist, wheat may be replaced by corn or
oats. Salmon and Throckmorton (31, p, 9) state that wheat
requires an annual rainfall of not less than 20 Inches and not
more than 60 Inches. Another Important climatic condition la
that to grow winter wheat, a oool temperature must prevail dur-
ing part of the year. All of these factors must be considered
when studying wheat production*
Flour Production
The flour production for the crop year of 1946-47, the
same year used for wheat production, Is given in Table 2.
Flour production should not be confused with milling capacity*
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Table 2« Flour product
I
on by states for the orop year.
• 1946-47
•
-
*
Approximate amount
•
i
•
State : of wheat required
for milling1
. Flour
J. : production
2
Thousand bushels Thousand cwts*
North Atlantic States
Maine mm mm
Hew Hempenire mm —
Vermont M •MB
Rhode Island *« ••
Massachusetts — «••»
Connecticut — «•
New York 78,000 34,246
Hew Jersey mm —
Pennsylvania 6,236 2,735
South Atlantic States
Delaware mm —
• Maryland
District of Columbia
3,226 1,415
Virginia
West Virginia
8,461 3,711
• 709 311
North Carolina 4,558 1,999
South Carolina 800 351
Georgia 1,742 764
Florida — —
Southern States
Kentucky 8,616 3,779
Tennessee 11,110 4,872
Alabama «M e»w»
Mississippi AM mm
Louisiana — mm
Arkansas «M» mm
Northwestern States
Ohio 21,456 9,410
Michigan 10,328 4,530
Illinois 31,312 13,742
Indiana 10,032 4,400
Wisconsin 5,243 2,291
Minnesota 89,918 39,438
North Dakota 10,780 4,728
South Dakota .. mm
Iowa 10,903 4,782
Table 2 (eoncl*)*
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: :
tApproximate amount t
x of wheat required t
t for aillinr1 I
Flour
State production2
Thousand buahels Thousand cwts*
Southwestern States
Missouri 69.720 28,193
Hebraaka 19,012 8,359
Kansas 113,390 49,736
Oklahoma 31.877 13,981
Texas 48,721 21,389
Western States
Montana > 0,505 4,169
Idaho 5,429 2,381
Wyoming mm «••
Colorado 12,107 6,310
Hew Mexico mm -•
Arizona «*' mm
Utah 8,010 3,517
Nevada mm mm
Washington 28,523 12,510
Oregon
California
17,399 7,631
11,161 4,896
Others5 5,988 2,627
United States 684,368 300,162
^Calculated by dividing the total flour production in the
United Statea into the total wheat ground, and using this
factor (2*28) multiplied by the flour production of each
state to seoure the approximate amount of wheat required
for milling. The Korthweatern Miller (35, p* 20-27),
^he Korthweatern Miller (35, p. 27).
3Inoludoa Alabama. Arlsona, Arkaneas, Delaware, Dlatriot
of Columbia, Louialana, Mew Hampahlre, New Jereey, Hew
Mexioo, South Dakota, and Wyoming*
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Milling capacity Is the total amount of flour a mill or any
group of mills could produce If the mill or mills were oper-
ated continuously at capacity* A flour mill Is a group of
machines and as such requires maintenance and repair which
cannot be performed while the mill Is being operated at capac-
ity* Also* flour salesmen are not usually able to sell the
total amount of flour the mill could produce If It were oper-
ated continuously* Milling capacity Is a theoretical figure
whloh Is seldom equalled by any mill or group of mills* This
theoretical figure Is stated In hundred-pound units of flour
milled In a 24-hour working day* Flour production Is the
aotual amount of flour produced by a mill or group of mills
any given period of time* It Is of much greater Importance
than milling capacity.
By comparing the wheat production with the flour produc-
tion of any state It Is possible to reaoh the theoretical
amount of wheat the mills of the state need from other states*
or the surplus of wheat which was not required for milling
within the state* This theoretleal amount of wheat would be
of little Importance* It would not indicate the actual amount
of wheat needed from other states or in surplus in the state*
The difference Is due to the faot that wheat Is used for pur-
poses other than for milling Into flour* Seed and feed are
two other Important uses* The difference Is also due to the
faot that all wheat Is not of milling quality and that wheat
not suitable for milling must be used for other purposes*
18
This theoretical amount of wheat needed from other states,
or In surplus within the state, calculated from the amount
of wheat sold Is a good Indicator of tha states which pro-
duce much more wheat than Is needed for milling, or need much
more wheat for milling than Is grown within the state.
Flour Consumption
Plour consumption is unknown for any given region in the
United States. An approximation of the flour consumed in
each state is given in Table 3, This approximate consumption
is given for the period of the crop year of 1946-47. The
amount of flour produced in each state was given for the same
period in Table 2, but the amount consumed cannot be compared,
accurately, to the amount of flour milled. This is due to
the fact that the type of flour milled within any given state
may be more than Is consumed within the state, but it may not
be the type of flour whieh is utilised within the state. This
would cause the consumers of the state to demand flour from
mills In other states. Therefore, it Is necessary to describe
the condition which exists within each state more fully.
This has been done in the latter part of this study.
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Table 3* Approximate flour consumption by states for the
•
crop year 1946-4*7
.,- —r
•
State :
Approximate
population1
J "
"
i Approximate flour
: consumption2
Thousands Thousand cwts.
North Atlantic States
Maine 894 1,330
New Hampshire 532 972
Vermont 358 533
Rhode Island 753 1,110
Massachusetts 4,708 7,006
Connecticut 1,992 2,964
lev York 13,917 20,708
lew Jersey 4,369 6,501
Pennsylvania 10,152 15,106
South Atlantic States
Delaware £90 432
•
Maryland
District of Columbia
3,201
852
3,275
1,268
Virginia 3.002 4,467
West Virginia 1,828 2,720
# North 'Carolina 3,679 5,474
South Carolina 1,913 2,847
Georgia 3,181 4,733
Florida 2,352 3,500
Southern States
Kentucky 2,751 4,093
Tennessee 3,028 4,505
Alabama 2,816 4,190
Mississippi 2,096 3,113
Louisiana 2,534 3,771
Arkansas 1,894 2,818
lorthwestern States
Ohio 7,645 11,376
Michigan 6,157 9,162
Illinois 8,124 12,089
Indiana 3,813 5,674
Wisconsin 3,226 4,800
Minnesota 2,859 4,254
North Dakota 545 811
South Dakota 556 827
•
Iowa 2,575 3,804
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Table 3 (ooncl.)«
Stat*
p
$ Approximate I Approximate flour
population1 j consumption2
Thousands Thousand owts*
Southwestern States
Missouri 3,815 5,677
Nebraska 1,238 1,916
Kansas 1,392 2,815
nosfeosa 2,268 3,375
Texas 0,999 9,415
Western States
ISBtftM 486 723
Idaho 431 716
Wyoming 269 400
Colorado 1,147 1,707
Hew Mexico 544 809
Arisona 640 953
Utah 637 948
Nevada 138 205
Washington 2,244 3,339
Oregon 1,486 2,210
California 9,714 14,454
United States 141,639 209,715
^Median between the Population estimates (30) of July 1,
1946, and Population estimates (31) of July 1, 1947.
Approximate population multiplied by the median (1*448
owts.) of the per capita flour consumption in the United
States for the calendar years of 1946 and 1947, The North*
western Miller (35, p, 72).
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THE SERVICES FACILITATING THE NATURAL MOVIMBfT
AND THE CAUSES OP THE NATURAL MOVEMENT OP
1HEAT AND PLOUR WITHIN THE UNITED STATES
Services Facilitating the Natural Movement
Definite classes of wheat are produced in definite areas
of the United States. This specialization is the result of
an intelligent adaptation of the population to its environ-
ment. This has caused the need for more efficient services
to insure the continuous flow of wheat and flour from the pro-
ducer to the consumer. This need has given rise to a system-
atic scheme of commerce. There are many levels of trade and
many individuals who contribute their services to the scheme,
Plate I shows the major groups of individuals and their po-
sition in this scheme. The system used in presenting these
services which facilitate the natural movement is arbitrary,
for the interaction which occurs between each of these groups
of individuals Is not rigidly defined. One individual has
been known to participate in several of these services at the
same time. However, this chart does show the major services
and the major flow of wheat and flour from one service to
another. These services are operating effectively only in the
United States and should not be taken to represent the services
operating within other nations, especially those nations with
economic systems different from that system in operation in
the United States, The service performed by each of these
22
PLATE I
MAJOR SERVICES FACILITATING
THE NATURAL MOVEMENT OF
WHEAT a FLOUR WITHIN THE
UNITED STATES
COOPERATIVE ELEVATOR
LOCAL BUYER
LOCAL MARKET STAGE
CONSUMER
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groups of individuals has been defined generally by many
economists and need not be redefined here*
There are many contributing services which are not shown
In Plate I. These contributing services apply directly to
nearly all of these groups of Individuals, or they apply In-
directly by being a major cost factor Influencing price. The
major contributing services ares (1) Marketing Information
which is dispersed by telephone, telegraph, ticker, and other
news facilities | (2) financing! (3) insurance! (4) grading
and mixing of wheat! and (5) supplies including containers,
equipment, fuel, tools, secondary ingredients, and other miscel-
laneous items of lesser importance* Prom this list it it
easily understood why these services are important* Without
these contributing services the major servioes would not be
able to operate efficiently, if at all, in some eases*
Causes of the Natural Movement
The factors which cause the natural movement of wheat and
flour within the United States are so numerous that it is dif-
ficult to determine which ones are the most significant*
The prloe relationship to the cost of delivering wheat or
flour to a consumer, manufacturer, or handler in any particular
plaoe is one of the most Important factors. Thi* could be
stated more simply as the theory of supply and demand* The
aggregate costs of supplying wheat or flour to any point
24
cannot exceed the amount an Individual is willing to pay for
the use of this wheat or flour. The prioe of wheat becomes
a ooat factor in determining the prico which the miller de«
mands hofore his flour will move to any given market* The
United States has an economic system which normally allow*
the price of wheat to fluctuate in response to supply and de-
mand* This fluctuation in price la transmitted rapidly to a
majority of manufacturers, handlers, and consumers* Frequent-
ly, there la a lag in the shifting of price downward at the
level of the small package flour consumer* This lag is due
to the grocer who wishes to retain the profit he originally
calculated upon the purohase price of the flour. The fluctua-
tion in the price of wheat in general does not have the same
effeot upon the miller and handler of wheat and flour as it
does on the grocer in many cases. The handler of wheat and
flour usually utilizes the future grain market to hedge hia
wheat or flour and minimise the speculative losa or profit*
The handler realises his income from the fixed charge which
he adda to the prioe of the wheat or flour for the services ha
renders* The miller also hedges hia wheat and flour and real-
lsea hia income from a conversion charge which he adda to the
price of the flour. Prom theae facta it la obvioua that the
basic cost in the milling industry and the allied industries
is the market price of wheat. This price is virtually the
same at most points within the United States at any moment
if other costs of handling, converting, and transportation
are neglected.
The ooat of transportation Is one of the most important
factors influencing the natural movement of wheat and flour
within the United States* 'lost wheat is transported from
the producer to the local market in trucks. Prom the local
mill or elevator, wheat and flour are transported by truck,
boat, railroad, or a combination of these three to the con-
sumer. The greatest quantity is transported by rail* Water
transportation is less expensive than rail transportation,
but it is slower and not available at all points. Truck trans-
portation is not so fully developed as rail transportation,
but it is developing rapidly and may in the future be of
greater importance than it is today. It Is an exception when
wheat and flour are not moved by rail. The railroad rates
in most areas are the same for wheat and wheat products.
This limits the wheat and flour industries to one rate between
any two points, Locklln (22) points out that this rate is
baaed on two important principles! (1) The amount of freight
charges the traffic will bear, and (2) the distance the goods
must be shipped. The amount of freight rate the traffic will
bear takes into consideration the value of the goods being
shipped and the competitive situation whioh prevails between
these goods and goods which they would replace or which would
replace them if the rates were altered. It Is reoognised
that goods will move only as long as the cost of transporting
them is not too great a percentage of the value of the goods.
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and as Ions? as these goods can eompote with the goods al-
ready available at any given market , The distance the goods
must toe shipped takes Into consideration the cost of shipping
these goods this distance* Also considered is the amount
of traffic movlnr In the same direction over the same route.
This is important in that railroad costs diminish per unit
as the traffic lnoreases to an optimum which has seldom been
reached by any railroad in the United States* All of these
factors are considered when freight rates are established
between two points unless special equipment or special
r^vileges are necessary to transport the goods. Wheat and
flour require only standard box oars or automobile cars, but
wh#»at does require prain doors, the cost of which is taken in-
to consideration, Wh#»at and flour have a special privilege
between many points in the United States, This is called an
"In-Transit Privilege" or "Transit", This privilege is granted
in order to equalise freight charges and to eliminate dis-
crimination which cannot be eliminated by other means, Wilson
(37, p. 99) states that transit is the privilege of shipping
wheat from a point of origin to an intermediate point, and
reshlpping either wheat or wheat products from the intermediate
point to the point of destination on a rate calculated between
the point of origin and the point of destination. This privi-
lege must toe taken into consideration when establishing
freight charges. When all of these factors are considered it
is #aslly understood why freight rates vary so widely. This
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variation is one of the reasons wheat and flour can be
shipped only to certain points from any one given point and
be expected to compete for a place in the market*
•heat and flour will compete under adverse conditions
only if there is demand for a special or superior quality
of wheat or flour which is not available except at a premium
price* This demand is exemplified by durum wheat which is
grown only in certain regions of the United States, but tht
produots manufactured from It are in demand for special use
throughout the nation*
These are the important factors which control the natural
movement* It should be understood by now that certain classes
of wheat are grown in certain areas* certain types of flour
are milled in certain areas, and demand for flour of certain
types exists in certain areas} and that it is the wheat and
flour of the type in demand with the lowest price that will
be consumed within any given area so far as the natural move-
ment is concerned*
DESCRIPTION OF THE NATURAL MOVEMENT OP WHEAT
AND FLOUR WITHIN THE UNITED STATES
The causes of the natural movement within the United
States have been thoroughly discussed* These causes must be
kept in mind when breaking down the United States into divisions
so as to describe the continuous movement of wheat and flour*
This division, by states and by regions, exemplifies the
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causes of the natural movement and shows how each section
of the United States has become more specialized In order to
accomplish these functions of production and distribution for
which It is best suited and for which the demand is the great-
est*
The United States Is divided Into six regions for this
purpose* These regions are the North Atlantic states, the
South Atlantic states, the southern states, the northwestern
states, the southwestern states and the western states* Each
of these regions Is dlsoussed separately In the following
pages*
The North Atlantic States
The region which Is recognized for Its Industrial special-
ization Is the North Atlantic* This region Includes the
states of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts* Con-
necticut, Rhode Island, New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania*
These states form one of the greatest consuming regions with-
in the United States* However, each state has Its own charac-
teristics which should be discussed*
Maine , The state which Is farthest northeast In the
United States Is Maine* It grows only a part of the wheat
which Is utilised In its mills* If all of the wheat sold by
the producers were of milling quality, the state of Maine would
still require twice that muoh wheat In order to operate the
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mills within Its borders. All of the wheat grown la not of
milling quality and that which la not la utilized as live-
atock feed. In fact, more wheat Is uaed aa feed and aeed
than la aold on ttie market. The wheat that reaohea the mar-
ket la mostly hard red 8prlng wheat whloh la milled and con-
aumed locally. Some white wheat Is grown and milled Into
biscuit flour. This 18 also consumed within the atate* The
growing of wheat and the milling of flour In Maine are con-
fined to the northern section for the moat part. The central
and aouthern aectiona must rely upon other regions of the
country for their wheat and flour. Maine falls Into the class-
ification of atatea with email mills and without recognised
terminals, gateways, or milling centers. This Is generally
true of most of the states In Mew England, whloh makes them
dependent upon a large number of other states for wheat and
flour.
Mew Hampshire . The state of Mew Hampshire grows such a
mall amount of wheat that production figures are not publish*
ed. It has only one mill of importance. This mill Is in
Penacook. Mew Hampshire does consume some wheat and a consider-
able quantity of flour. Nearly all of these products must be
shipped from states whloh produoe more than they can consume
locally.
Vermont and Rhode Island. Vermont and Rhode Island are
in much the same oategory as Sew Hampshire. However, these
states are more dependent on other states for wheat and flour
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In that they have only a few small mills. Practically all of
their wheat and flour must come from other regions.
Massachusetts and Connecticut . The states of Massachu-
setts and Connecticut could be grouped with Vermont exoept
that each of these states has two mills of some Importance.
These mills produce only a minor part of the flour consumed
within these states. In fact, the six states which have been
discussed could be classified as nonproduolng states as far
as wheat and flour are concerned. They do form an Important
part of the natural movement* They cause a continual demand
for some wheat and a large quantity of flour. These products
can be shipped from the states which have great surpluses to
any one of the New England states for approximately the same
cost. Therefore, these six states can be grouped together for
purposes of further consideration. It Is Important to realise
that the oost of shipping flour to any point within this group
Is essentially the same from any particular point outside
the group. However, the cost Is not the same from all points
outside the group whleh oauses competition among the many mills
supplying the demands of these six states.
New York . One of the most Important states In the North
Atlantic group Is New York* It Is not a major wheat-producing
state, but It Is a most Important milling and flour-consuming
state. In the western part of New York a considerable amount
of white wheat Is grown. The oentral and southern sectors of
the state produce some soft red winter wheat and hard red
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spring wheat. It may be assumed that all of this wheat of
better quality Is rallied In New York, for the greatest milling
area In the United States Is centered about Buffalo. The wheat
grown In the state will fulfill only about one-fifteenth of
the requirements of the mills of Buffalo and the other mills
within the state* In addition to Buffalo, the either large
mills are located in Lockport, Plttsford, and Baldwinsvilla*
The latter Is a mill which specialises in the milling of durusi
wheat. The flour production in New York is greater than the
consumption. The surplus flour moves by rail to the other
New England states, or it is exported to foreign countries*
The wheat of poorer quality Is exported, or It is utilised
as livestock and poultry feed within the state*
New Jersey * The wheat grown In New Jersey Is mostly con-
sumed locally. This wheat Is predominately soft red winter
wheat grown in the oentral part of the state* Some white
wheat is grown in the northern part of New Jersey, and some
hard red winter wheat is grown In the southern sector. That
wheat which Is of milling quality Is milled In the larger
mills in Clifton and Rahway and In the small mills scattered
about the state* However, these mills do not produce an ade-
quate supply of flour for local consumption, causing a large
amount of the needed flour to be shipped Into New Jersey*
Pennsylvania , The last state in this group is Penn-
sylvania* At one time this state was recognised as the great-
est wheat-growing state In the United States, but today it is
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far down the list of the major wheat-producing states* The
wheat grown In Pennsylvania Is predominately soft red winter
wheat* The oentral and southeastern sections of the state
produce the largest amount of this market class of wheat*
Lesser amounts of white wheat are grown in northcentral Penn-
sylvania, as well as some hard red winter wheat In the north-
eastern sector of the state* This wheat Is mixed with other
wheat moving through the state for export from Philadelphia
and Baltimore* This makes it difficult to calculate what
part of the wheat grown in Pennsylvania Is milled within the
state* It can be assumed that most of the better quality
wheat is milled in Pennsylvania* Some of the soft red winter
wheat is known to move by rail and water to the New England
states and to the South Atlantic states* This wheat is noted
for the particularly good biscuit flour which is milled from
It* This flour is the specialty of the many small mills and
the larger mills in Highspire, North East, Treichlers, and
York* These mills ship some biscuit flour north and south*
while a major part of the bread flour consumed within Penn-
sylvania is shipped into the state from the bread flour milling
states of the Northwest and Southwest*
The South Atlantic States
The group of states south of Pennsylvania, the majority
of which border on the Atlantic Ocean, are known as the South
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Atlantic states* This group of states Includes Delaware,
Maryland, the District of Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida* The
last four of these states could be Included In a group of
states known to the milling Industry as the Southeast,
Delaware , The first state In this group Is Delaware,
Sqbm soft red winter wheat Is grown In the central part of
this state. This wheat Is utilised locally for feed and for
milling Into biscuit flour, as a specialty. The mills In
Delaware are small, and they do not produce a sufficient amount
of flour for local consumption. The major part of the flour
must be shipped Into the state from mills In other states,
Maryland , The state of Maryland may be Included In the
list of major Wheat-produoing states. However, It Is not In
the same classification as the major wheat-producing states
In the Northwest or Southwest, Maryland does produce more
wheat than most of the other Atlantic Coast states. Its wheat
growing centers are In the oentral and western parts of the
state, and Its production Is predominately soft red winter
wheat. Much of this wheat moves through Baltimore to the
north and south by rail and water, and to foreign countries.
The better quality wheat Is milled within Maryland In the
small mills scattered over the state or In the larger mills
In Hamatead and Westminster, The flour from these mills Is
consumed locally, as well as shipped north and south along
the ooast. This flour Is mostly of the biscuit type, while
the bread-type flours consumed In Maryland must be shipped
MInto the state for the most part.
District of Columbia * The District of Columbia oould
be considered as producing no wheat. If any wheat Is grown
In this small, heavily populated region the amount Is only
negligible and no Information la available concerning It.
There Is only one flour mill In the District of Columbia, and
it produces only a small percentage of the flour consumed
locally. The wheat and flour needed In the Dlstrlot of Colum-
bia must be shipped from other states.
Virginia . The state of Virginia Is one of the major
wheat-producing and major flour-milling states. Soft red
winter wheat Is grown throughout Virginia except on the east-
ern and western extremities with the greatest producing area
centered In the Shenandoah Valley. Much of the wheat is util-
ised as livestock feed, only the best quality moving to the
mills. The larger mills In Virginia are located in Lynchburg,
Richmond, Staunton, Harrlsburg, and Winchester. These mills
must draw wheat from other states to supplement local pro-
duction In order to fulfill their requirements. Some of the
less desirable wheat grown In the northern sector of Virginia
moves to Baltimore for export, and a considerable amount of the
wheat grown In the central and southern parts of Virginia, as
well as wheat from other states, moves through Richmond for ex-
port from Norfolk.
Much of the flour milled in Virginia Is biscuit and pastry
flour. That flour whloh is produced In the southern part of
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the state finds a ready market In the Carolinas and other
southern points. That flour which is produoed In the northern
part of Virginia moves through Baltimore to the metropolitan
areas on the North Atlantic coast and to foreign countries*
Virginia does not mill enough bread flour for local consumption
and must therefore draw upon mills in other states to fulfill
this requirement.
West Virginia * West Virginia is not a major wheat-
produoing state* However, soft red winter wheat is grown In
the central and eastern portions of the state* Some white
wheat Is grown in the northeastern part of West Virginia*
This production does not fulfill the requirements of the many
small mills and the larger mills in Charleston and Huntington*
These mills must rely upon wheat from other states to fulfill
their requirements* Also, the consumption of flour In West
Virginia Is greater than the flour production* The additional
flour required must be shipped from mills In other states*
Worth Carolina . The state of North Carolina, as West
Virginia, produces soft red winter wheat predominately* It
also produces some white wheat* The soft red winter wheat
is grown throughout the state j however, the greatest produc-
tion is usually on the northern and southern extremities*
White wheat is grown only In the central seotor of the state*
This wheat fulfills the requirements of the state adequately
with a small surplus in most years* The milling In North
Carolina is not as efficient* It consists of many small mills.
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and larger railla In Durham and Laurinburg, These mllla do not
produce enough flour for local consumption. This causes North
Carolina to be dependent on mllla In other states for much of
Its flour.
South Carolina , South Carolina Is In much the same class-
ification as North Carolina as far as the production of wheat
and the milling and consumption of flour are concerned. In
the northwestern part of South Carolina more wheat ia grown
than In any other sector. Soft red winter wheat Is the pre-
dominate wheat which Is grown throughout the state. That
wheat which is not utilized within South Carolina moves to
Charleston for export. This usually Is a significant percent-
age of the wheat grown In the state. In that there are only a
few mills to utilize tMs production. All of those mills are
mail, and they are not able to produce enough flour for local
consumption. Therefore, flour must be procured from mills in
other states for consumption in South Carolina,
Georgia , The state of Oeorgla ia known for the breads
which its noted cooks produce. These breada are made from the
soft red winter wheat grown In the northern two-thirds of the
state and wheat from other atates, Georgia does not grow
enough Wheat to fulfill the requirements of the many small mills
scattered throughout the state and the large mill located at
Rome, Some of the wheat Is shipped to Savannah by boat but
the major part of it moves to the mills in Georgia by rail.
The flour consumption in this state la greater than the flour
production. This makea Georgia another atate wMch brings
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flour Into the state to fulfill Its demand.
Florida . Florida should be classlflsd as a nonproduoing
state In this study. The amount of the production of wheat
and flour within the state is so small that no figures are
published concerning it. The Wheat and flour consumed in
Florida move, for the most part, into the state by rail.
However, some wheat and flour are carried by boat to Jackson-
ville for distribution throughout Florida and the Southeast.
The Southern States
The third group of states includes those states which
are known in the milling industry for their large consumption
of flour in the home. This group is known as the Southern
States and includes the states of Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana, and Arkansas. In recent years the
consumption of bakery flour has been increasing in these states
Which indicates that more and more southern families are mini-
mizing their home baking in preference for the commercial
bakery products. As this trend becomes more pronounced it is
probable that the consumption of flour in this region will de-
cline to a greater extent than it has in the last few years*
Kentucky. The first state of the southern states is
Kentucky, This state usually produces less than one-half of
the wheat needed by the mills within its borders. Soft red
winter wheat is grown predominately. The greatest amount of
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this market class is grown in the central sector of the state.
However, some hard red winter wheat is grown in the eastcentral
part of the state. The larger mills in Hopkinsville, Lexing-
ton, and Louisville, and the many small mills distributed
throughout Kentucky draw Wheat from the northwestern states
to supplement the local wheat. The flour produced in these
mills is principally cake and pastry flour. This flour is
consumed locally for the most part. Some of it is shipped to
the North Atlantic states and some moves south to points be*
tween the Mississippi River and the Atlantic Coast. Muoh of
the bread flour consumed in Kentucky is milled in the north-
western and the southwestern states, where wheats for this
type of flour are more plentiful.
Tennessee . The state of Tennessee is classified muoh
as Kentucky. The wheat grown in Tennessee is predominately
soft red winter wheat. This wheat is found growing most abund-
antly in the central and eastern sectors of the state. How-
ever, this wheat production is insufficient to supply the
milling demands within the state. Much of this wheat must be
shipped to Tennessee from the Northwest and Southwest in order
to meet the requirements of the large mills in Clarksvllle,
Cleveland, Columbia, Franklin, Johnson City, Knoxville, and
Nashville, and the smaller mills scattered throughout the
state. These mills produce more cake and pastry flour than is
consumed in Tennessee. This surplus flour moves to the eastern
metropolitan areas and to southern points east of the
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Mississippi River. This predominance of cake and pastry
flour milling causes a shortage of bread flour within Tonnes-
see* This shortage is alleviated by the movement of bread
flours from mills in states to the nortb and west, where *
surplus of bread flour prevails*
Alabama * Another of the southern states is Alabama*
Some soft red winter wheat is grown throughout the state with
concentrated production only In the northeastern part of the
state* Alabama has a few small mills* the largest of which
is located at Decatur* These mills require muoh more wheat
than is grown in Alabama* and the people of the state consume
more flour than the mills produce* The required amounts of
wheat and flour are shipped to Alabama from many of the states
to the north and west* It is most interesting to realize how
many states supply wheat and flour to the Deep South* These
milling areas are described in the discussion of the supply*
ing states*
Mississippi * Mississippi is another state which is noted
for its consumption of family flour* Some soft red winter
wheat and a lesser amount of hard red winter wheat are grown
In the northwestern part of Mississippi* The bard red winter
wheat is utilised as feedj whereas* the soft red winter wheat
is ground in the two small mills or mixed with wheat shipped
by rail or down the Mississippi River by boat to this state*
Although much of the wheat and flour moves to the Southeast by
rail* the River has remained as a major and less expensive way
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of transportation. The wheat and wheat products that more
on ths Mississippi River originate from most states through
whloh the River and Its tributaries flow plus several of the
western states* These states compose the points which supply
flour for the consumer in Mississippi,
Louisiana . Louisiana fits into this group of states
quite readily. Unlike the two previous states, which produce
a small amount of wheat. Louisiana produces no appreciable
amount. The milling in the state is oonflned to one small mill
which causes Louisiana to be dependent upon the mills of other
states for the flour required within the state. However, it
should be noted that Hew Orleans is one of the greatest ports
in the world. Prom New Orleans many hundreds of thousands of
bushels of wheat are exported each year. This wheat moves
from the great wheat-producing areas served by the Mississippi
River. It is from these points that Louisiana receives the
wheat and flour it needs.
Arkansas . The last state In this group is Arkansas.
Some soft red winter wheat is grown In the northern two-thirds
of this state, and a lesser amount of hard red winter wheat
is grown In the northeastern sector. This Wheat composes only
a small amount of the wheat required by the mills in Arkansas.
These mills are relatively unimportant In that they do not
produce enough flour for local consumption. Much of the wheat
and flour required In Arkansas must be drawn from the great
produolng states to the West and North,
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The Northwestern States
The fourth group of states is the northwestern states*
Included in this group are the states which produce enormous
amounts of spring bread wheats and spring wheat flour* This
group includes the states of Ohio. Michigan. Indiana. Illinois
,
Wisconsin. Minnesota. North Dakota. South Dakota, and Iowa*
These states are served by a great network of railroads and
two waterways for moving their surplus wheat and flour to the
consuming areas of the East and South* The waterways utilized
by these states are the Great Lakes and the Mississippi River
System*
Ohio * The first state in this group and the one which is
farthest east is Ohio* In this state is grown a considerable
quantity of soft red winter wheat, and some hard red winter
and white wheat* The soft red winter wheat is grown in the
western two-thirds of Ohio* The hard red winter and the
white wheats are grown in the northwestern sector of the state*
Approximately 25 per cent of this production is utilised by
the local demand, and much of the surplus wheat moves to the
terminals in Toledo and Cincinnati* From these terminals it
is shipped to the mills in the North Atlantic states and to
the ports on the Atlantic for export. Also, part of this wheat
moves south to the mills in the southern states* The mills in
Ohio are scattered throughout the state* The larger mills are
located in Cleveland, Dover, Postoria, Kent, Loudonville,
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Mansfield, Marion, Mount Vernon, Springfield, and Toledo.
For the moat part these mills specialise in the production of
cracker, cake, biscuit, and pastry flour. This flour is con-
sumed locally, and is shipped to the eastern metropolitan
areas and to the near Southeast* This flour production in
Ohio la supplemented by bread flours from the mills in the
western part of the northwestern states in order to fulfill
local demand.
Michigan . Michigan is outstanding in the production of
pastry flour and the wheat to make this flour. Thia wheat
is predominately white wheat of the softer varieties. Some
hard red apring wheat ia grown In the northern aector of
Michigan, and some aoft red winter wheat is grown In the
southern section. About 10 per oent of this wheat is not
utilised within the state, and it is shipped to the mills in
the North Atlantic atatea* This wheat will move for the most
part by rail and water from the terminals in Detroit and
Toledo. The wheat remaining in Michigan is prepared In two
basic ways for human consumption. The wheat of poorer mill-
ing quality moves to Battle Creek to be used In the production
of breakfast foods which are distributed to most parts of the
United States. The better quality wheat is milled in the many
mills of the state, the larger of which are located in Au-
gusta, Chelsea, Detroit, Dowagiao, Grand Rapids, Hillsdale,
and Monroe. These mills specialise in the production of pastry
flour with a low protein content which is known as "spread
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cookie" flour, Thia flour Is excellent for use In the bakery
for the baking of cakes v oooklea, doughnuts, and pie crust*
Much of this flour moves to the East and South* Michigan
specializes in thia way and is dependent upon wills in other
states for much of its bread flour*
Illinois and Indiana * The atates of Illinois and Indiana
can best be considered together* These states ere closely
related in their production and diatribution of wheat and
flour. Soft red winter wheat ia grown predominately in both
states* In Illinois it is grown in abundance in the southern
sector of the state* In Indiana it is grown in all parts ex-
cept in the northeast sector* Thia soft red winter wheat la
of exceptional quality due to the special soil conditions
which exist in both states* This soil possesses a beneficial
limestone content which la not found in most of the wheat-
growing regions of the TJnited States* Also, Illinois pro*
duces some hard red winter wheat in the central part of the
atate, leaser amounts of hard red spring wheat in the northern
part, and a amall quantity of white wheat in the southwestern
part of the state* Indiana produces some hard red spring and
hard red winter wheata* They are grown in all aectora of tha
state except in the northeastern sector* This mixture of
spring and winter wheat ia due to climatic conditiona. In
moat yeara the winter wheat will aurvive the winter 1 s cold,
but in yeara having particularly severe winters the fields are
partially winter-killed and must be reaown with spring wheat*
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Illinois and Indiana do not consume all of the wheat
they produce. Moat of this surplus wheat moves to the termin-
als In Chicago and St* Louis. Prom Chicago wheat moves east-
ward by rail and water to greater consuming areas. However,
some of the wheat moving by rail from these states will move
through Indianapolis to the East. That portion of the wheat
which moves to St. Louis will move by rail and by water to
the Southeast or to the Oulf ports for export to foreign coun-
tries. The wheat which remains In Illinois and Indiana finds
a market with one of the many mills in these two states* The
larger mills in Illinois are located In Alton, Beardstown,
Belleville, Chicago, Evansvllle, Proeburg, Lebanon, Mascoutah,
Plnchneyville, Pittsfield, Red Bud, Springfield, Steeleville,
and Trenton. Indiana has many small mills, and a few larger
mills in Fvansville, Port Wayne, Oreensburg, Indianapolis,
Llgonler, Mount Vernon, and Seymour, These mills produce more
flour than is consumed in Illinois and Indiana, The flour
milled from the soft red winter Wheat is excellent for bakery
products In which exceptional color and texture are desired.
This flour moves to the southern states in the form of biscuit
flour and to the Worth Atlantic states In the form of pastry
flour. The flour milled from the hard red winter wheat grown
In these states is also of excellent quality. This is due to
the varieties of hard red winter wheat grown in this region.
These varieties could be classified as semi-soft wheats.
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This wheat produces flour which can bo used for the baking
of cake as well as bread . This fact causes a wide demand
for this flour for blending with flour of lesser quality In
the states east and south of Illinois and Indiana.
Wisconsin . The state of Wisconsin Is of lesser import-
ance than the preceding states* Hard red spring wheat and
hard red winter wheat are grown In appreciable quantity In
this state* The spring wh*at Is grown In the southern part,
and the winter wheat Is grown In the oentral seotor of Wis-
consin. 3ome soft red winter wheat la grown in the south*
western part, and some durum wheats are grown In the northwest-
ern sector of the state. Most, If not all, of this wheat Is
utilised locally with a considerable amount of the poorer
quality wheat being used as feed. The mills In Wisconsin re-
quire more wheat than they are able to purchase locally.
These mills must draw wheat from other states to the west.
Most of this wheat which Is shipped Into Wisconsin Is durum
wheat which is milled In the larger mills In Superior and New
Richmond. The bread wheats are nearly all supplied locally
for the many small mills scattered throughout the state. Only
a small quantity of bread flour Is shipped out of Wisconsin
to the East by rail and by water. For the most part this flour
satisfies the local demand. The products of the durum wheat
more to all parts of the United States due to their specialised
character whleh Is In demand in nearly every state.
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Minnesota * Minnesota Is one of the most important wheat*
growing ana flour-milling states. The wheat handling and
flour milling oenters about the city of Minneapolis* This
city is one of the major terminals and gateways for the wheat-
producing region to its west* It is also the home of the five
largest milling firms in the United States* From Minneapolis
wheat and flour move to nearly all points west of the Mississip-
pi River and to the Atlantic Coast by rail and by water from
the ports of Duluth and Superior for consumption and for ex*
port to foreign countries*
Minnesota produces hard red spring wheat primarily* This
wheat is grown throughout the state* A lesser amount of hard
red winter wheat is grown in the central and southeastern
sectors, and some durum wheats are grown in the northwestern
part of the state* This wheat production does not fulfill
the demands of the mills in Minnesota and much of the wheat
for milling must be drawn from the states to the west* The
larger mills, producing bread flour* are located in Appleton.
Cannon Palls* Hastings, Lake City, Mankato, Minneapolis,
Montgomery, Mew Prague, Sew Ulm, Red Wing, St* Paul, Spring-
field, Wabasha, and Winona* The larger mills grinding durum
Wheat are located in Crookston, Faribault, Minneapolis, and
St* Paul* Durum wheat products move to all parts of the United
States* Much of the surplus bread flour is shipped to the
Worth Atlantic states and many other points east of the
Mississippi River*
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North Dakota . The state of Worth Dakota la in the heart
of the spring wheat growing region. It Is also the major pro-
ducer of durum wheats. Much more hard red spring wheat and
durum wheat are grown than Is utilised In North Dakota. This
wheat Is grown throughout the state , and the surplus for the
most part moves through the Minneapolis Gateway. That portion
of the bread wheat remaining in the state is milled In Great
Porks, Mandan, Minot, and Valley City, and the many smaller
milling centers. This flour production is greater than the
demand within Korth Dakota. The surplus flour is shipped east*
ward for the most part. However, some flour from North Dakota
is consumed In eastern Montana and Wyoming. A majority of the
durum wheat milling Is centered in Great Porks. The products
of this rcill are shipped to many points throughout the United
States.
South Dakota
. South Dakota has a more diversified wheat
production than any state described thus far. Hard red
spring wheat is produced in the northern part of the state
and constitutes the most predominate wheat grown. However,
hard red winter wheat and durum wheats are grown in quantity
in the southern part of the state, and some white wheat is
grown in the west-central and southeastern sectors. Only a
•mall percentage of this wheat is utilised In South Dakota.
It is shipped through the Minneapolis Gateway for the most
part. Most of that Wheat which is milled within the state is
consumed leeally. Nevertheless, some of the flour moves from
the allllng center In Rapid City to eastern Wyoming, Colorado,
Montana, and Western Nebraska* This movement of flour is of
little importance compared to the movement from the important
milling states previously discussed*
Iowa* The last state In this group is Iowa* It is one
of the least important wheat-growing states In this region*
The soil and climate of Iowa are more suited for the production
of other crops* It Is interesting to note that Iowa produces
all of the market classes of wheat* The majority of this
production is hard red winter wheat* This Wheat Is grown In
the southern and western sectors of the state, and it is pre-
dominately of the semi-hard varieties* These varieties are
not of sufficient quality to be milled unless they are blended
with better quality wheat* The less important market classes
of wheat grown in Iowa are soft red winter, hard red spring,
white, and durum wheats* The soft red winter wheat is grown
in the southern part of the state* The hard red spring wheat
is grown in the northwestern sector* The white wheat and the
durum wheats are produced in the west-central sector of Iowa*
Hard red winter wheat is the only market class of any import-
ant commercial value, although this wheat is not grown la
sufficient quantity to supply the larger mills in Cedar Haplds,
Davenport, and Des Moines, and the smaller mills of the state*
Additional wheat from the Southwest supplements the local wheat*
Some of this blended wheat usually moves eastward through
Chicago* The flour produced by the smaller mills Is consumed
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locally, but gome of the flour from the larger mills ia shipped
to points east of the Mississippi River* A part of the flour
tiled In Des Moines is shipped to eastern Nebraska, The total
amount of flour leaving Iowa is only a small peroentage of
that which is milled within the state* The flour for the most
part is consumed locally*
The Southwestern States
The great winter wheat territory of the United States is
Included in the southwestern states* These states furnish a
great part of the United States with the wheat and flour which
Is used in the baking of bread* These states include Missouri,
Nebraska, Kansas* Oklahoma, and Texas*
Missouri
. The first of this group of states is Missouri*
This state is a major producer of soft red winter wheat* This
wheat is grown in quantity in all sectors of the state except
in the northeastern and south-central parts* Some hard red
winter wheat Is grown in the north, northwest, and west-central
sections of Missouri, Much of this wheat is not utilised local-
ly* The surplus is moved by rail and by water to the last and
South. A major part moves through the St* Louie terminal and
other Mississippi River crossings*
The soft red winter wheat grown In the valleys in the
southeastern sections of Missouri Is milled into excellent
cake flour, while this class of wheat produced elsewhere in
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the state produces excellent pastry flour as well as bread
flour* The majority of the hard red winter wheat Is of the
send-hard varieties* Most of this wheat Is utilised locally)
however, some of It Is milled Into sponge flour used In the
baking of crackers In the Eaat.
The mills In Missouri require more wheat than Is grown
locally* This wheat comes, for the most part, from the great
terminal In Kansas City* This terminal, or gateway, will be
described In the discussion of the state of Kansas, for It
is from the Kansas wheat fields that the Kansas City terminal
receives a majority of Its wheat. The great milling capacity
of Missouri centers in Clinton, Farmington, Prederickton,
Hlgglnsville, Independence, Jackson, Jefferson City, Kansas
City, New Haven, Qran, St* Joseph, St* Louis, St* Marys,
Slkeston, Slater, and Springfield* There are other mills in
the state but these mills are the most important* All of the
flour produced In Missouri is not consumed locally, but It
moves to the consuming areas of the East and Southeast*
Nebraska . Nebraska is the first state in this group
produolng an Important amount of hard red winter wheat* This
wheat is grown in the southern two-thirds of the state and
in the northwest sector. Also, some hard red spring wheat is
grown in this northwest part, and a lesser quantity of soft
red winter wheat and durum wheats is grown respectively In
the southeastern and northcentral parts of Nebraska*
of this wheat, which is not utilised In the state, moves
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through the Omaha terminal and the Kansas City Gateway* Prom
these points It can move east and south for consumption or
export
•
The milling In Nebraska la characterised by a group of
large mills In Crete, Fremont, Grand Island, Hastings, Lexlng*
ton, Lincoln, Omaha, and Wymore, plus a group of smaller mills
In the eastern part of the state* Hash of the flour, which Is
not consumed locally, moves to eastern points to be used In
the baking of bread* However, some of the low protein flour
is shipped to the Southeast for consumption in the home*
Kansas * The most important wheat-producing stats is
Kansas* Hard red winter wheat is grown In enormous quantity
in the western two*thirds of the state* Less than one-half
of this wheat is utilised by the great mills of the state*
the surplus Is utilised in many mills in the United States
and exported to many countries of the world* The surplus
wheat grown in the northern two-thirds of Kansas will, for
the most part, move through the Kansas City Gateway* Before
reaching Kansas City it may be stored in a sub-terminal such
as Is found in Saline. Prom Kansas City this wheat may go
directly to the mills in Missouri, or it will move to most points
east of the Mississippi River* Some of this wheat will be
shipped by barge down the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers or
by rail to the Gulf ports for export* The surplus wheat grown
In the southern one-third of Kansas will be shipped directly
or through sub-terminals, such as Wichita, to points in Oklahoma,
S3
Texas, or the Gulf end Texas ports. Only a minor quantity
of this surplus wheat from southern Kansas will move through
tha Kansas City Gateway or directly to mills in Missouri*
Some of the hard r*>6 winter wheat and a leaser amount of the
hard red spring wheat, grown In western Kansas, will move to
mills in Hew Mexico and Arizona, Under conditions of a short,
bread-wheat orop in the western states, particularly Montana
and Idaho, wheat will move from western Kansas to California
and to the Pacific Northwest,
Soft red winter wheat la grown in the eaatern one-third
of Kansas, This wheat is predominately of the semi-hard
varieties, it is milled locally, or it moves through the
Kansas City Gateway or to mills in Missouri* The flour pro-
duced from this wheat is mostly sponge flour and low protein
flour which is oonsumed in the Southeast,
The majority of the flour produced in the enormous milling
industry in Kansas is excellent bread flour. The only excep-
tion to this Is some of the flour milled from Chlefkan type,
hard red winter wheat which la ftrown In some western sections
of the state. Approximately 95 per cent of all of the flour
milled in Kansas is consumed outside the state. This flour
moves much aa the surplus wheat does. The majority of it
moves eastward to most points east of the Mississippi River,
Some flour la shipped to Ariaona, Mew Mexico, and California,
The larger mills of thla great milling state are looated in
Abilene, Arkansas City, Atchison, Buhler, Cherryvale, Claflln,
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Clay Center, Coffeyville, Dodge City, Ellinwood, Port Scott,
Great Bend, Hays, Hutchinson, Kansas City, Kingman, Lamed,
Lawrence, Leavenworth, Liberal, Lindsborg, McPherson, Mound*
ridge, Hewton, Russell, Salina, Sterling, Topeka, Wellington,
Wichita, Wilson, and Winfield.
Oklahoma * Oklahoma is another outstanding winter wheat
producing state. Hard red winter wheat is grown In great
quantity in the Oklahoma panhandle and the western two-thirds
of the state* Most of the wheat is :>f the more desirable typesi
however, some of the less desirable Chlefkan type is grown.
Much of this wheat is not utilized within the state* This
surplus wheat of poorer quality moves directly to Texas ports
for export* The better quality surplus wheat moves throuejx
Enid and Oklahoma City to tb« southern and South Atlantic
states. When the nation* s carry-over of bread wheats is short
the first of the new crop harvested in Oklahoma will move to
almost any point within the United States* This is due to
the fact that wheat is harvested earliest in Oklahoma and Texas*
The first wheat of the new crop may move to Kansas City,
Colorado, or the Pacific Northwest, depending upon where the
shortage of wheat is most acute* This early movement could
be called natural due to its frequent occurrence in recent
years* Throughout the year wheat moves frosa the Oklahoma
panhandle and the western sectors of the state to Mexico by
railroad and the combination cf rail and water* This wheat
is usually the less desirable of the bread types*
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In the •astern part of Oklahoma a seal-hard type of soft
red winter wheat Is grown* Surplus wheat of this class and
surplus flour rallied from this olass move eastward* This is
true of the surplus flour milled throughout the state* How-
ewer, some of the flour* not oonsumed locally, from the mills
In western Oklahoma will move to consumers in Arlsona* The
larger mills in Oklahoma are located in Aiwa, Blackwell, Cbiek-
asha, El Reno, Enid, Kingfisher, Okeene, Oklahoma City, ronca
City, Shawnee, and Yukon.
Texas * The last state in this group is Texas* This is
another major wheat-producing state* Like Oklahoma, the move-
ment of the first wheat of a new crop is unlike the movement
throughout the year* The new crop wheat will move to any point
of shortage when there is a short carry-over* The market class-
es of wheat grown in Texas are similar to those grown in Okla-
homa* Hard red winter wheat is grown in all sectors of Texas
except the extreme southern part* Soft red winter wheat is
prown In the central and eastern sections, and a small amount
of durum wheats is grown in the central-northeastern and
central-southeastern sections of the state* This Wheat pro-
duction is not entirely required by the mills in Texas* Some
of the surplus wheat which is grown In the western sector of
the state moves into Mexico by rail from El Paso and by the
rail-water route* The majority of the surplus wheat moves to
the Texas ports, principally Galveston, for shipment to the
east coast and to foreign countries*
NThe mills in Texas produce more flour than can be oon-
suraed locally. The surplus flour from central and eastern
Texas Is shipped to the oonsumers in the Southeast* The sur-
plus flour milled in western Texas moves to Arizona, Sew
Mexico, and Mexico* Some flour is exported from the Texas
ports* The majority of the flour is milled in Amarillo, Dallas,
Denton, Port Worth, Gainesville, Galveston, Hereford, Houston,
Hew Braunfels, Plainview, San Antonio, Sherman, and Wichita
Falls
•
The Western States
The mountainous territory west of the Great Plains is the
most diverse agricultural region in the United States, Many
differences in soil and climate cause extreme variation in
the quantity and quality of the wheat produced* The annual
rainfall alone causes many of these differences in production*
Many problems arise from these variations, not only in the
growing of wheat, but also in the milling of flour and the
distribution of the finished product* This makes the natural
mevwment of wheat and flour difficult to describe accurately*
The states included in this western group are Montana,
Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, Hew Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Nevada,
Washington, Oregon, and California*
tana * The first of the western states is Montana*
The wheat grown in this state In some years is predominately
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spring wheat and In other years winter wheat. Thla is due
to the variations In the severity of the winters and the
amount of rainfall in the fall and winter, m the central
and northern sectors of Montana, winter wheat does not re-
ceive sufficient moisture In some years to sprout in tha fall,
or It is frozen during the winter and must be replanted in
tha spring. Irrigation has helped to solve a part of this
problem. However, only one-quarter of the wheat land Is ir-
rigated.
In normal years hard red spring wheat is grown predomin-
ately in Montana, mostly In the northern and eastern sections
of the state. Hard red winter wheat Is grown in tha central
and southoentral sectors, and the soft red winter wheat Is
grown in the northwestern and southcentral sectors. Also, a
nail quantity of durum wheats Is grown In the northeast, and
white wheat Is grown In the western and southcentral parts of
Montana. Only a small percentage of this wheat Is required by
the mills in the state, The surplus wheat of poorer quality
Is utilized as feed. This constitutes a large quantity of
wheat due to the difference between the cost of locally grown
wheat and the cost of other feed grains which are not grown
in sufficient quantity to satisfy local demand. This is true
of many of the western atates. The livestock and poultry
feeders ape forced by price to utilize wheat instead of tha
ore beneficial feed graine. A majority of the surplus wheat
of better quality Is grown in the eastern one-third of Montana
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and moves through the Minneapolis Gateway. The movement of
surplus wheat from the western two-thirds of the state is to
Washington, Oregon, and California for export and for milling*
The mills in Montana produce several times more flour than
is consumed locally* The major part of this surplus flour
moves to the consuming areas of California* Some of this
flour is exported from the ports on the west coast, and soma
of the flour milled in eastern Montana moves to Wyoming and
other eastern points* The major mills which produce this sur-
plus of flour are located in Billings, Boaeman, Great Palls,
Barlowton, tiewistown, and Sidney*
Idaho * The state of Idaho is unique in the type of wheat
it produces predominately* This is white wheat of a special
soft type. It is grown in the irrigated land in the northern
and eastern sections of the state. Prom this white wheat is
milled oake flour of extraordinarily good quality* This wheat,
and the flour milled from it, is shipped to nearly all states
in the United States. This is due to two factors. The super-
ior quality of this wheat and flour will overcome moat price
disadvantages in comparison wit! other wheat and flour util-
ised In cake haking. Also, the freight rates from Idaho to
most points within the United States are advantageous.
Another important market class of wheat produced In Idaho
is hard red winter wheat* This class of wheat is grown in tha
eastern sector of the state. Some hard red spring wheat is
grown In the northern and eastern sectors, and some soft red
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winter wheat la grown In the northern part of Idaho, These
wheats are grown mostly on nonlrrlgated land, and they are
utilised for the moat part as feed. However, the better qual-
ity wheat grown in the northern part of the state la blended
with wheat from Montana which moves to the Worth Pacific coaat
for consumption and for export. The better quality wheat
grown in the southern aectora movea through the Ogden termin-
al. Some of the hard red winter wheat grown In this aeotor
movea to mills In California.
Thia movement la made possible because the mills in Idaho
require only one-fourth of the wheat grown In the state. Theae
milla apeoiallse In the milling of cake and blacult flour from
the white wheat. The aurplua flour produced by theae mills
moves almost everywhere as It haa been described previously.
The larger mllla are located In Burley, Poeatello, Twin Falla,
and Welaer. The other mllla of leas Important sise when ooa-
blned with the larger mills produce more than twice aa much
flour aa la consumed in the state. This gives rlae to a con-
siderable movement of flour out of Idaho.
Wyoming
. A state of leaser Importance In thla group la
Wyoming. Thla atate produces slightly more wheat and flour
in certain aeotora than la utilized locally. Hard red winter
wheat la the market claaa grown In the greatest quantity in
Wyoming. Hard red aprlng Wheat takea ita place only after
extremely dry falla or extremely cold wlntera. Theae wheata
are grown for the most part In the northwestern, central, and
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southern parts of the state* In the southeentral seotlon of
Wyoming some durum wheats are grown, and a lesser quantity of
soft red winter and white wheats are «rrown in the northern
part of the state* A major part of this wheat is used as feed*
Most of the better quality wheat is milled within the state*
However, the surplus wheat from the western part of Wyoming
moves to the Ogden terminal} from the northeastern sectors
wheat moves to Minneapolis; and from the southeastern sector
wheat moves to Omaha*
Wyoming has only one major mill located In Sheridan and
a group of smaller mills* The flour produced in these mills
is consumed locally for the most part* Some flour moves east-
ward and becomes lost with the great mass of flour moving in
this direction*
Colorado * Colorado is a major wheat-producing state*
The Great Plains extends into the eastern part of Colorado to
the Rocky Mountains* These mountains cause a division in the
state, and the agricultural territories have become known as
the Eastern Slope and the Western Slope* There are also some
high-altitude valleys and plateaus which grow a considerable
quantity of wheat* The major market class of wheat grown in
Colorado is hard red winter* However, this winter wheat must
occasionally be replaced by hard red spring wheat when adverse
winter growing conditions prevail* These classes are grown
in the southeastern plains region, and the northcentral and
southeentral valley and plateau regions* The Western Slope
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produces some white wheat* Only one-third of this wheat Is
utilized In Colorado. The surplus from the Western Slope
moves through the Ogden terminal and directly to California*
The surplus from the Eastern Slope, which la predominately
high quality hard red winter wheat, moves eastward to Omaha
and to Kansas City* A lesser quantity moves to New Mexico
and Arizona* In years In which there is a short bread-wheat
crop in the states west of Colorado some wheat will move from
the Eastern Slope to these states*
Twice as much flour Is milled In Colorado as is consumed*
Host of the flour milled in the small mills on the Western
Slope is consumed locally* However* the surplus will move
for the moat part to California* The larger mills in Denver.
Oreeley, Lamar* and Pueblo* and the smaller mills on the
Eastern Slope ship flour to the East and to the Southeast*
Some of this surplus flour moves south Into Arizona and New
Mexico* Most of this flour is the finest bread type, and it
is able to compete with other bread flours easily*
New Mexico . The state of New Mexico Is not a major wheat*
producing or flour-milling state* Hard red winter wheat la
grown in some quantity in the northern and eastern sectors of
the state* A recognizable amount of hard red spring wheat la
grown In the northern half of New Mexico and some white wheat
is crown in the southern sectors of the state* The hard red
winter and hard red spring wheats, which compose the major
part of the wheat production, are not utilized entirely within
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Hew Mexico, Moat of this wheat la blended with other wheats
for allllne In California, Some of the wheat from the south-
ern part of the atate la ahlpped to Mexico, and aoae of the
wheat from the eaatern part of Hew Mexico movea to Texaa porta
for export.
The flour milled In Mew Mexico la not sufficient to satis-
fy the requirements of even the small population. However,
only a part of the flour milled In Hew Msxloo is of sufficient
quality to create demand within the state. The flour of lesser
quality is shipped to Mexico, while local consumption Is satis-
fled with flour from mills to the North and East, Much of the
wheat and flour going to Mexico passes through II Paso, This
city could be called the gateway for wheat and flour to Mexico.
Arizona , Arizona is a minor wheat-producing and flour-
Billing state. White wheat la grown throughout the atate, and
soma hard red winter and hard red spring wheats are grown in
the northern half of Arizona, Moat of this wheat ia not of
milling quality. It ia utilised aa feed or blended In email
quantities with other wheats for milling. All of the wheat
whioh is not required locally in Arizona moves to California
and to Mexico, Most of the better quality flour milled in the
small mills Is consumed locally, and the poorer quality flour
la shipped to Mexico,
Utah , The state of Utah is a major producer of hard red
winter and white wheats. Only a small quantity of a oft red
winter wheat ia grown in the northeastern part of the atate,
Iand & leaser amount of bard red spring wV eat la grown In the
eaatern part of Utah* The wheat of poorer quality la utilized
aa feed, and the wheat of better quality la milled within the
state. However, a large quantity of wheat moves through the
Ogden Gateway to Arizona and New Mexico, and to California from
the states to the North and East. Some of this wheat also la
milled In Utah in the larger mills in Salt Lake City and Ogden,
and the smaller mills scattered throughout the state. Much
of the flour produced In these mills is consumed locally, and
the surplus moves to California, New Mexico, Arizona, and
Nevada.
Nevada. Nevada has only a email agricultural area in
the northwest portion of the state. Some hard red winter,
hard red spring, and white wheata are grown in this region.
For the moat part this wheat la not of milling quality. Thla
causes it to be utilized aa feed In Nevada and California.
However, some of this wheat is blended with strong wheata from
Utah, Montana, and Idaho for milling in the alx small mills
In Nevada. These mills do not produce enough flour for local
consumption. A major part of the flour consumed in the state
la milled in Utah, Montana, and Idaho.
Washlne-ton . The state of Washington is a major wheat*
producing state. A major part of the wheat grown la white
wheat. This is grown mostly in the southeastern sector of
the state. It Is divided between the soft and the hard types
of white wheat. The hard type is utilized aa livestock feed.
6*
The other Important market class of bread wheat la hard red
winter wheat whloh Is frown throughout the eastern part of
Washington. Also, grown In this area are soft red winter
wheat and hard red spring wheat. Both of the latter classes
are of little Importance, The total wheat production In Wash-
ington Is isore than three times greater than the milling re-
quirements of the state* Much of the surplus wheat Is exported
from Seattle and Portland or shipped by rail or by water to
California, Some of this wheat and some flour move by boat
to the East Coast by way of the Panama Canal. The other sur-
plus flour Is shipped by rail, for the most part, to the con-
suming areas of California. This surplus of flour Is produced
In the larger Washington mills In Rltsvllle, Seattle, Spokane,
Waltsburg, Wenatehee, Charleston, and Huntington. These mills
produce excellent pastry and bread flours, especially from the
white wheat of the soft type.
Oregon . Oregon produces the same classes of wheat as
Washington. The major market class is white wheat. The major
part Is grown In the eastern part of the state. Thla white
wheat Is mostly the better milling type. Also, In the east-
ern part of Oregon, hard red winter wheat is grown in import-
ant quantity. Some hard red spring wheat la grown In the
northern and southeastern sectors of the state, and some soft
red winter wheat Is grown in the northwest part of Oregon.
The poorer quality wheat Is utilised as feed due to the Inade-
quate supply of other feed crrains. Much of the surplus wheat
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Is moved by boat on the Columbia River and by rail to Portland
for export and for shipment by boat to the East Coast* Also,
an Important quantity of the surplus wheat moves by rail to
the mills In California*
The mills In Oregon produce several times the amount of
flour utilized within the state, A majority of the surplus
flour moves by rail to California and by boat to the ^ast
Coast and to foreign oountrles. The major part of the flour
milled In Oregon Is produced In the larger mills In Astoria,
Athena, Freewater, Helix, Pendleton, and Portland,
California , The last state in this group is California,
This state cannot be considered as a major wheat-produolng
state, although white wheat Is frrown in considerable quantity
along the coast and in the central valleys. This wheat Is of
extremely poor quality, and it is utilized as feed for the
most part, A small percentage of It is milled and shipped to
Mexico, Some hard red winter wheat is grown and consumed in
northern California, This state has several large mills In
Los Angeles, Sacramento, and Valleho, which mill wheat grown
mostly in other states. The flour produced in these large
mills and the smaller mills does not satisfy the demand for
flour, A considerable part of the flour consumed in California
must come from mills in other states. Not all of the wheat
and flour wMoh is shipped to California Is consumed within
the state. Some of it is exported from San Francisco, Los
Angeles, and San Diego,
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CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING TBE NATURAL MOVEMENT
OP WHEAT AND PLOUR WITHIN THE UNITED STATES
Problems Arising from tfce Natural Movement
Before 1890 wheat and flour were not moved throughout
the nation aocording to Kuhlmann (21, p. 280) . Natural move-
ment of wheat was from the farm to the local mill* Natural
movement of flour was from the local mill to the host. But
specialisation of farm production, large-scale milling, and
extreme improvements in transportation have made possible this
great expansion of the export and domestic market place. This
systematic scheme as it is known today was developed from a
haphasard system as these industries became more formidable*
The localised scheme was endangered by adverse growing condi-
tions and operational failure of the local mill* The develop-
ment of the natural movement eliminated this danger and made
the economy of the nation more secure* However, new problems
have appeared In this highly developed system* One of these
is the problem of the periodical breakdown in the transportation
system* These breakdowns are caused by adverse weather con-
ditions and by strikes* These problems are being solved by
technological Improvement and understanding of labor-management
difficulties but, as all major improvements in our economic
and social life, these problems take time to solve* Another
problem which is facing these allied industries today is the
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balancing of the factors Involved in this scheme in the United
States. The special! nation of agriculture and large-scale
milling have led to over-producing. Hcimann (15, p. 85)
states that the classical economists worried with the problem
of the over-production of population before the industrial
revolution. These economists calculated that an Increase in
the population would eventually outrange the food which could
be produced with methods of their time. They did not consider
that the increasing rate of population would be hampered by
tragedy and education, or that agricultural technology would
be able to increase the productivity of the land as well aa
restore agricultural areas which had little productiveness
left due to continuous misuse. These advantageous factors have
caused a problem of over-production whioh could be minimised
by education or crop failures. Education is especially !3low
when the producer must eliminate part of his income in tha
present in hopes of restoring it in the future. Crop failures
of great enough magnitude to solve the problem seem to be
virtually Impossible considering the past 10 years. This
over-production extends the natural movement to tfee greatest
possible extremes, limited only by transportation facilities.
If the facilities for moving this over-production to all world
markets were as efficient as the production within the United
States, this problem would be minimised. As the situation pre-
vails today, the natural movement of wheat and flour is be-
coming unnatural because of the limited number of markets due
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to transportation limitations* This unnatural movement may
Increase and eliminate the wheat-growing areas which produce
wheat of leaser quality, for there Is a continuing demand for
wheat of better quality and slackening demand for poorer qual-
ity wheat* It may eliminate the less efficient mills, and
those mills producing flour of lesser quality. This would
cause the natural movement to beoorae even more systematic
than it is today. It would limit the number of producers that
could compete for the consumers* business. Unless transporta-
tion facilities are Improved rapidly or some unforeseen demand
for wheat and flour occurs, this is the trend which the natur-
al movement will probably follow.
The Unnatural Movementa of Wheat and PIour
This study has dealt for the most part with the natural
movement of wheat and flour within the United States. This
is the way the majority of the wheat and flour will move If
it ia controlled only by those faotora dlaeussed. However,
wheat and flour do move to many points which are unnatural.
Each of these unnatural movements has a specific explanation.
Each is different from the next and particularly difficult
to describe In general. However, there are some Important
causes for the unnatural movement of wheat and flour occurring
frequently which can be described.
Special advantageous freight rates from one given point
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to another given point are one of the prinolpal causes for
tha unnatural movement. These are extremely numerous* They
have been oauaed by pressure groups, usually the farmers or
the millers at the point of origin, seourlng a lower freight
rate to a particular market so as to compete with others who
already participate in this market*
Advertising and salesmanship have caused some of the un-
natural movements of wheat and flour* This is particularly
true of the national brand flours which command a higher price
in the market because of the demand which has been caused by
advertising* This higher price is not usually profit* It is
necessary to cover the cost of advertising and of the unnatur-
al movement to many markets* However* nationally advertised
brands of flour do move generally with the natural movements
causing their prices to be only slightly higher*
Government supervision and interference with the free
marketing of wheat has caused some unnatural movement* The
greatest Interference occurred during the war emergency* This
interference has oontinued in the post-war period to a lesser
extent* There are arguments for and against government inter-
ference* This Is a vast subject within Itself, and will not
be dlsoussed here*
Special qualities in wheat and flour cause some of the
unnatural movement* This is usually a short-run factor* It
is caused by certain areas producing a crop of wheat which has
special, desirable qualities due to an exceptional growing
season* This wheat, and the flour milled from It. will command
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* wider demand* This demand will cause some of it to move
unnaturally*
In general the unnatural movement cannot be condemned
or praised as economically sound, Each situation in which
it occurs is different and must be considered separately*
In most oases there are two sides, each representing its own
interest and trying to prove that this interest is the pub-
lio interest, or the interest which will best serve the
creates t number of people*
The Stability of the Natural Movement
The natural movement of wheat and flour within the United
States is ever-changing in minor details* When any of the
factors causing wheat and flour to move as they do change
,
an alteration occurs in the natural movement* In the short-
run the natural movement could be described as inelastic, but
In the long-run the natural movement is more elastic* Produc-
tivity* consumers' demand, and government regulations change
comparatively slow. However, over a period of time the aggre-
gate of the changes in these factors has a definite influence*
It is doubtful that the general scheme of the natural movement
will be eliminated entirely unless our present system of
government ohan es radically*
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